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APPROACHES TO TOUCHING GOD – Part 2 

We never know how opportunity will come. We may suddenly we positioned to lead the nation. 

Joseph was the answer to the nation’s needs. But the problem was he was always in prison. 

Sometimes we think God only leads us from glory to glory but never to bring us down to prison. 

We can still do well even when we are in the prison. That’s still going from glory to glory. When 

we go through difficult times, don’t let all the negative things manifest. What we are on the inside 

will manifest and that’s why God brings us in all kinds of experience in life. Even when we go 

through the valleys of the shadows of death, we still follow Him, the Shepherd. If we follow the 

Master, mercy and goodness will follow us. Follow Him rightly with all our heart, soul and 

strength. Give Him the best and don’t pull out or give up. Stay consistent and steady, pushing all 

the time to stay on the straight line. The path God chose for us is straight and narrow. He will 

only bring us to the straight and narrow because we have passed the test.  

When we start as a young Christian, the road is very broad. We can do anything; sick and be 

prayed, sad and someone will encourage, discouraged and someone will talk to us, etc. As we 

start to grow, the road will become narrower. We cannot run anywhere. If we run to the left or 

right, we will be running off the track. God has given us the chosen final destination. This is the 

only road that will lead to the huge mansion and everything that we need is there. It is a massive 

Storehouse. All the materials are there.  

If we stay on the straight and narrow we will have life and life abundantly. It is not just about 

blessing of a few dollars. When we enter into the narrow road, we have the discipline to stay on 

course. The straight and narrow is what God chose for us. In a single moment, we can lose our 

balance if we are careless.  

God speaks His word and if we choose that word, He will align us. When we find the broad road, 

continue the journey until we find the narrow road. Don’t get out of the road no matter how 

difficult it is.  

The portal is already closed. What happened to those who didn’t enter? We don’t know other 

than the time is missed. If we think we have not gone into the place that we are supposed to, stir 

the hunger and thirst for God and maybe God will give it to us because He is gracious.  
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The season and time has changed. During harvest is not the time to sow. When we plant, we 

must plant at the right time. Otherwise the harvest time will come at the wrong season.  

God is going to sow things into our lives which we will be able harvest in the days to come.  

We don’t want to see God angry. He only gets angry when He cannot do anything else for us 

anymore due to our disobedience. He wants to protect us and bless us. He knows that if He 

didn’t do this, the enemy will take advantage.  

 

1. Prayer invades the impossible, making possible the impossible. 

This is not about prayer meeting but prayer that can push through. Prayer is powerful. It 

is speaking and demanding and proclaiming the word of God. If we are sick, we can be 

healed. If we have needs, the needs can be met. We must pray in such a way things can 

happen. Every human being pray in a certain way but most prayer is selfish, including 

Christians. If we want to see our prayers answered, pray and believe and see things 

happen. When we are frightened, we react and this is not a good thing to do. We must 

ask God to bring faith into our heart. When Jesus is in the boat, and the boat is rocking, 

don’t let fear overcome us. Speak and say that Jesus cared for us and let Christ rise and 

let our faith rise and the storm will be calmed. In exchange for our fear God gives us faith. 

We must endeavor in our life to learn this discipline. Pray with faith and make the 

impossible happen and all our fear will be gone.  

Mar 11:22  And Jesus answered saying to them, "Have faith in God.  

 

Faith is tangible. When God said have faith, our eyes and ears will be opened and we 

can feel the faith coming to us. Faith is not an imagination. God is offering us faith and we 

can feel it. God expect our faith to lock on so that we can feel, see and hear and our 

heart can feel it is there. Then we are walking into the miraculous. We must find the key, 

the faith. Sometimes our friends or family got themselves into trouble and challenges but 

we can overcome every challenge and win every battle in life.  
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When our fundamentals are right, we will see miracles happening every day. If God can 

work on the crows to send food to Elijah, so can God work on governments, 

managements, people, etc.  

It is not the time for us to hide in the cave. It is time for us to come out with faith. Have the 

mind of Christ. Take back what belongs to us.  Don’t let the devil mess up our lives. Make 

the impossible possible. If we don’t have this kind of breakthrough, we will always be 

intimidated by the devil. If we have this kind of faith, we will be able to face the devil and 

bring it on. Have faith in God. Have the faith in God. 

The miracle is inside of us. Take charge and take control and take over.  

Most people don’t think about nation, just about themselves and the most if their own 

family. But when we rise and want to change the nation, all of hell will come against us. 

The first thing we need to take back is take back our health.  

Mar 11:23  "Truly I say to you, whoever says to this mountain, `Be taken up and cast into the sea,' 
and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that what he says is going to happen, it will be 
granted him.  

Mar 11:24  "Therefore I say to you, all things for which you pray and ask, believe that you have 
received them, and they will be granted you.  

Mar 11:25  "Whenever you stand praying, forgive, if you have anything against anyone, so that 
your Father who is in heaven will also forgive you your transgressions.  

 

We need faith to change the world. Rise up and take over our own life so that our family 

will be strong. So many people believe but don’t know how to make things happen. We 

are the only ones that is stopping our own miracle to happen. We cannot withdraw 

anything from heaven if we never build our account of faith.  

Read the gospels and find out how the people made things happen, especially the 

woman with the issue of blood. This woman knew how to trigger faith and her miracles.  

Step into a new level of faith. Charge our lives up with a new level of life.  

 

  


